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Sumy - Craco'vv - Mfinster Collaboration Seminar

The Present State, of the Cracow Proton Microprobe
IJ.Lekki, R.Hajduk, O.Kukharenkol, Slebed , T.Pieprzyca, W.Polak,

A.Potempa, C.Sarneck], Z.Stachura, J.Styczefi, Z.Szklarz

Instlitite of'Applied Ph)�sics, Siany, Ukraine
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Data acquisition
and

beam control

S2 b3 B4 MP beam line theodolite
B2

DE
S3 -bSi concrete block

Bi

1 metre

Lajout of the Cracow MP - BI.- dipole magnetic steerer; SI andS2.- entrance- and

exit-slit boxes, respeclivei - B2: anal))zing magnet,- B3.- quadrupole doublet; B4.-

switching magnef; S3: Jeco'back slit; S4: object slit.

Recent improvements and.1ives:

• new ion source and belt charge supply,

• new beam transport systern basing on the precise quadrupole lenses,

• remote focusing magnets control supported by...

• ... several CCD cameras along the ion guide,

• the new data acquisition and evaluation system.
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Data acquisition and evaluation.

Beam magnetic deflection scanning

Main modules of the CMB data acquisition system.

i6PM

Main data display of the CMB.
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Beam spot size and calibration measurements.

Copper Ka image (100x100 pixels) of the Cu grid (mesh size 63 ym, wire
diameter 10 pm). Beam current -100 pA, protons ene 2 MeV time of
measurement 500 sec. Estimated beam spot size < 5 pm.

'Ml 91 P
P

M 1,

IT
M,

'N

�1'1 F

Total X-ray signal duringpassage through a Cu grid.

As the beam spot size is increased to about IO gm it is easily possible to
perform measurements at beam currents of 0.5-4 nA.
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"�S eoch, ronoWgy project 11VO, UJ, PAN

Zi

1 121

Monomeral concentrate Of monazite (a result ofprocessing the uppermost
carboniferous sandstonefrom Kwaczawa village, Gr6dek gorge) imaged in the
full X-roy spectrum.

d u5t�'

1022, 102

Full Xray spectrum of a big monazite crystal.

1 061 13 mA; %e-. a 764 106Z

Distribution of Pb, Th and U in the above crystal.
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Xray image (32 x 32 pixels) �fa
lichen sample (Sumy arca).

Elemental maps (64 x 64 pixels) o Fc and A lincs (?f a lichen sample with 1he
col-respollding Xrol, specti-IM7. IVOS 1'17tClIliOI70,11ypl-Cl;ltitili�clj,, slopped
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ED eq-, k-, g �i 11 i n C II Tul Si O ns

4

No

916,102 m Y: I I 258 pn�

Left: -Aknazite crystals (full X-ray spectrum),
Right.- the same sample position imaged using Zr Ka line. A small zirconium

inclusion (50xlOO pm) is clearly seen. Image resolution is 64x64 pixels,

ineast�reinent time 41 0 sec, beam spot size -1 Opm
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Present weak points of CMB ( March 2001 ):

• Experimental charnber (the current one was never intended to be used in

regular experiments).

• No beam normalization during measurement.

• Beam energy limited to about 2.5 MeV.

Nearest plans:

April microbeam session:

• Better positioning of the X-ray detector.

• Adding the particle detector.

• BetterCCDcamera(mia.gnificatioii-100insteadof4O).

• Small fixes in the Van de Graaff

Summer /A utumn:

New experimental chamber

People

SUMY:
Sergey Lebed, Oleh Kulcharenko

Cracow:
R.Ha duk, J.Lekki, W.Polak, A.Poternpa, Z.Stachura, J.Styczefi
T.Pieprzyca, C.Sarnecki, Z.Szklarz
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FUTURE RESEARCH PROGRAM

FOR MICROPROBE EXTERNAL BEAM

Wojciech Polak

1. The main aim of this program (to irradiate a single cell with

a single particle)

Reasonsfor making this experiment

Changes in the equipment have to be done

2. Previous stage of this program (the external micropixe)

Possibilities of research

STIM method

3. Recent experiments

Test outlet windows

Estimate scattering on these windows by computer simulation
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Main problems to solve

The expectation of the biologist are to hit 2000 cell in less than 1/2hour.

register all single ions passing throughout the window by chanelltron. This is

very important to find the windows which allows us to make it.

Make quick beam deflection system.

Make quick target positioning in 3 directions. There must be very quick and

precisely working step engines.

Arrange computer programs

V/ for controlling all the process.

V/ for recognizing unstained cells

V/ for permanent vistial registration.

We have to observe the irradiating cells all the time because there is a possibility of

the cell jumping after being lilt by a particle.

Examples of possible experiments

Experiments on live cells

We may also work on some very delicate archeological samples which cannot

be put into vacuum.

STIM method
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Growth and structure of metallic multilayer systems

M. Marszalek, J. Jaworski, S. Maranda, J. Grqbosz, M. Zi�bliflski, A. Michalik,
2, V. , 3J. Prokop.. B. Sulklo-Cleff ', 0. B611ing 1, Marszalek Voznyl

Instltutfi�r Kernphysik, Universitdt MiMster, Miinster, FRG
2 Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakjw

3Institute of Applied Physics UAS, Sumy, Ukraine

In the last decade magnetic thin films and multilayers have been found to
possess unusual properties (giant magnetoresistance effect, interlayer exchange
coupling. two-dimensionat magnetism, anisotropy properties and more) which make
them attractive from both technological and scientific point of viewJn the Institute of
Nuclear Physics in Krak6w the multichamber ultra-high vacuum system has been built
for surface and interface studies of thin magnetic film systems with nuclear analytical
methods. This contribution presents the design and performance of this setup, together
with a description of other analytical techniques used for studying of structural and
mapnetotransport properties of thin multilayered systemL.-i

The setup consists of three chambers with well defined functions : the area for
preparation of samples is separated with gate valves from the area for sample analysis.
The chambers are dedicated for the following different tasks:
* The preparation chamber for producing, cleaning and annealing of samples.
9 The PAC chamber for analysing the structure of thin films with the yy PAC
spectrometer.
9 The AFM chamber for studying the surface topography with an Atomic Force
Microscope.

A schematic view of the setup is presented in the next figure. Three commercial
PERKIN-ELMER chambers have been fixed in a stable steel frame and have been
joined together with stainless steel connections and gate valves. Each chamber has
been equipped with its own sputter Ion pump. The preparation chamber is additionally
pumped with a turbomolecular pump and a titanium getter pump to achieve high
pumping speed while running the evaporation ovens. In order to prevent the system
from any oil contamination the chambers may also be evacuated by two adsorption
pumps and a forepump with LN2 baffle. In each chamber a Penning gauge has been
mounted to control the vacuum pressure during pumping.

The preparation, PAC and AFM chamber are aligned to one axis in order to
enable the transport of samples between the chambers using a set of transporters. The
PAC spectrometer is equipped with its own transfer rod in order to enable the transport
of samples to the glass pocket window at the end of the chamber. Manipulation of

samples within the chambers is done using wobble-sticks or simple manipulators.

1 6



Ultrahigh vacuum setup I-or thin film preparation and analysis.

The setup is additionally equipped with the following facilities:
o A small sluice charriber mounted to the preparation chamber for locking in of
samples.
• A bakeout facility for baking the chambers up to 200 ' C.
• A control unit for valves and manipulators operation. This device protects the
system against accidental valve moving and assures safe manipulator operation.
o A quadi7upole mass spectrometer with Faraday cup and multiplier head controlled
by IBM PC computer.

Since the area for preparation of samples is separated from the area for sample
analysis moving the sample firorn one UHV location to another one is necessary. Also
the possibility of changing the sample orientation, e.g. tilting around some angle is
necessary. In order to perform these functions different types of transporters have been
designed and manufactured. This includes:

e A linear transporter for introducing samples fi-om the sluice to the preparation
chamber.

e A rotating linear rack-and-pinion transporter in the preparation chamber and in the
PAC chamber.

A bidirectional rail transporter for moving samples along the whole systems

1 7



The evaporation system consists of the evaporator itself, quartz monitors for
measuring the thickness of deposited films and shutter which allows the choice of the vapour
source. The stainless steel frame carrying the evaporation device and the quartz monitors is
mounted on CF 150 vertical flange of the preparation chamber with the help of the stainless
steel tube which is also the element of mechanical feedthrough of shutter blocking
mechanism. In order to ensure film homogeneity a possibility of changing the distance
between the sample and vapour source from 80 mm up to 200 mm is provided.

Since the geometry of the evaporation system is vertical the sample is aligned
horizontally. The rotating linear rack-and-pinion manipulator on which the sample is
positioned has a wide range of linear travel up to 200 mm with respect to its mounting flange
and the continuous 360' rotation.

A general view of the evaporation device. Side view of the evaporator together with
the manipulator both mounted on CF 150. Also shown position of sample holder and
oven block.

'AL
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Magnetoresistance is measured at room temperature in parallel geometry with a
conventional four-point method in magnetic fields up to 1. I T.
The rnagnetoresistance ratio Is calculated according to

APJR=(R-Rs)/Rs,
where R is the measured resistance and Rs is the resistance at maximurn applied field.
The setup for magnetoresistivity measurements together with the magnified view of
measurement head and the principle of measurement is shown below.

+1

U

SI S2 S3

0 XI x2
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Perturbed Angular Correlation Technique (PAC)
In contrast to M6ssbauer experiments performed so far, where about one

monolaver of 57Fe probes is needed, in PAC work the concentration of probes is
reduced bv orders of magnitude to about 1 0-4 monolayer. This makes it possible to
studv individual monolayers at surfaces, interfaces and thin films of many materials,
since thev can be labeled with radioactive PAC probes acting as isolated observers. In
addition. the extraordinary sensitivity of PAC to structural information via electric
fieldgradlent permits the determination of probe sites. Since the technique is based on
the detection of -X-radiation, it can be applied even if the layer under consideration is
buried far below the film surface without any loss of spatial resolution.

For the present PAC experiments we utilize the isomeric nuclear state of the
171-245 keV yy cascade in 1 1 'Cd. The interaction of the nuclear magnetic dipole
moment and the nuclear electric quadrupole moment of the isomeric state with
hyperfine fields splits this nuclear level, leading to a time dependence of the 7y angular
correlation. This time dependence is characterized by transition frequencies cOn

between the nuclear sublevels. With a four detector setup we can record
simultaneously 12 coincidence spectra from which four different counting rate ratios
R(t) are extracted. These R(t) spectra can be expressed as a superposition of cosine and
sine modulations with the frequencies o), Fourier analysis of R(t) spectra directly
shows the transition frequencies o), After least square fitting of experimental
counting-rate ratios R(t) to theoretical functions, the strength and direction of the
magnetic hyperfine field as well as the strength, symmetry and principal axis of the
electric fie�d gradient are obtained

Principle of the method with the photo of PAC ultrahigh vacuum chamber and
used electronics is shown below.

Decay scheme of Nuclear level Transition frequencies
probe nucl *out soitting

T:-.

C' 7'

T

log N( t R( t

S C" fa!e Ca!,(>
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Example of experiments performed with described tools

Giant magnetoresisiance (GMR) effect and exchange coupling observed in
multilayers consisting of ferromagnetic layers separated by nonmagnetic spacer have
been intensively studied since its discovery in the end of eighties. Although many
results have been reported for systems prepared by different physical vapour
deposition techniques, the largest GMR effect was always observed for samples
prepared by sputtering methods. However, the reasons why the deposition technique
influences so strongly the interlayer coupling and the GMR effect are still not clear.
One of the possible reasons of GMR reduction is the interfacial roughness, leading to
magnetic shortcuts between magnetic films in multilayers. Here we demonstrate the
influence of buffer layer on magnetotransport properties of Co/Cu multilayers
characterised additionally by X-ray reflectometry (XRR) and Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM).

The Co/Cu multilayers were evaporated in an UHV system onto silicon (100)
substrates covered with Ag, Cu, In, Bi and Pb buffer layers. After deposition of the 5
nm thick buffer layer, [Co(l.0nm)/Cu(2-0nM)120 multilayers were grown at room
temperature with deposition rates between 0.03A/s and 0.3 A/s. The thickness of CU
spacer layer corresponds to the second peak of the oscillations of antiferromagnetic
coupling between adjacent Co layers.

Si(i 00)/Pb(xA)/[Co1 OA)/Cu(2oA)]n

n
x = 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 A

n = 3, 5, 10, 20

Si 0Si (100)
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The mechanism of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in a muttilayered structure is
believed to be based on spin-dependent scattering at interfaces between
map-netic and nonmagnetic layers as well as within magnetic layers.
Schematically it is demonstrated in the figure below.

Giant Macnetoresistivitv Effect

ANMR=(MR-NIRs)/MRs

a) B 0 b) B<>O

3 0

2.8 -

2.6 -

2.4 -

22 - Pb5OCo2O.l OCu2D.2OSi

2.0 - B 11 1, B 11 pi. pr. 1=10mA
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1.6 -

1.4 -

1.2 -

1.0 -

0.8
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0.4
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0 0
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Structure studies

The crystallographic structure of the samples and their interfacial properties were
examined by X-ray diffractionand X-ray reflectometry using Cu K, radiation in a
Siemens D5000 diffractometer.

All XRR measurements show the well defined finite-size peaks (Kiessig fringes), and
the small and broadened Bragg superlattice reflections (20=-2.7' ).

The XRR spectra of the system The X-ray diffraction pattern of
Si(100)/Cu(5nm)/tCo(Inm)/C'ui(2nm)N- [Co(I.Onm)/Cu(2.Onm)120/CO(I.Onm)

multilayers deposited on Ag buffers of
different thickness (a) 4mn, (b) 8 nm, (c)
16 nm.

XRR
400

N 7

10,

I D 300-

a)

20

N 20 U)
'01 a. 200 -

100 -
20

N 25 C)

0*04 large 01�16� �*'mjoiqj 10
0 K

25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

20
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The AFM images of Co/Cu multilayers for different thickness of Pb bufferlayer are
shown below. The root-mean-square surface roughness (rms) has been determined in
classical wa�T and by using fractal approach. In both cases similar results have been
obtained. Surface roughness rms values of 2-3 nm have been found.

SFM images of Co/Cu multilayers for Pb underlayer of thickness:

100 A 200 A No A

1000 nrn 1000 nrn 31 nnn 1100 nnn 49 nrn

0 1000 nrn 0 0 1000 nrn 0 1100 nnn 0

and corresponding cross sections

15 -
E 10 nnn 20 nm 30 nm

5 - 1 0-
5 r__ f

5 -
C:0

0 0
0 1 0 2 030 40 50 0 1 0 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 50

scan length [nm]

Magnetoresistivity curves taken at 300 K for [Co(Inm)Cu(2nm)]20/CO(I.Onm)
multilayers deposited on Si(100) substrate with different buffer layers.

3-

2-
CU

Pb

In

B1

Ag

0

-1500 -1000 -500 0 500 1000 1500

B [mT]
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The experiments concerning the influence of intentional perturbance of Co/Cu
inultilayer structure on their magnetotrasnport properties are shown. The experiments
are realized by introducing small amount of CoCu alloy-like phase at each Cu/Co
interface of multilayered Co/Cu system. The norninal thickness of cobalt and copper
layers was constant and corresponds to the thickness of sputtered Co/Cu multilayers
where second GMR maximum had been observed, while the thickness of interface
region was changed. The thickness of alloy-like region is defined by number of
alternately evaporated small amounts of Co and Cu.

Cu I nni

Co I ru-n n x n= 1,2,3,4,5

19 x

bufor 5 nm

POOW'e

W Si(100)fAg(5nm)f(Co(lnm)fCu(2nm)IN�,,iAg(2nm)

S. -Si(100)iCu(Snm)i�Co(lnm)Ku(2nm)/N),.,,.

3 -

2 -

CL

0
0 2 3 4 5

Grubo�6 miVdzywierzchni [(Co(O.l nm)/Cu(O.l nm)) x NJ



surface sites of In-probe atoms
on vicinal Ag(100)

"'In on Ag(100) 15

250

a) !,:C K0 '300 400 0 200 400 Ko 600 The surfactant effect in hetero-
2

epitaxial growth of Co on
Cu(I I 1) studied by TDPAC.
Here we present the TDPAC

4

2 studies of cobalt growth on
4,4, 0 Cu(I I 1) surface assisted by

b) F 7. i 2 indium surfactant. Fig. presents
Cu�111)1n,. 10

8 PAC spectra together with their
0 01 Fourier transforms taken at

4

0 05 different steps of deposition
2
0 U)I- rocess performed at room

ry o ��G 12 �R
C) temperature. First, after

0
CU(111)1n� co�'. deposition of indium probes ona

LL_ Cu(I I 1) surface the electric field
C S,� x �--o 4 gradient characteristic for

2

substitutional indium terrace.010
0 10 12 sites on Cu(I I 1) [I] has beend) 10
0 C5 Cu(1 11)1n._ Co,, 8 observed. The deposition of 0. I
0 I�D after anrle2iing6 ML of indium has resulted in

broad distribution of electric4
-0 05

field gradients, indicating that
-0 -0

C I Do 2 300 4�O 0 200 400 600 600 part of indium probes are
tne (rS) w (Mrad/s) surrounded by the newly

deposited indium atoms. Addition of next 0.4 ML of indium and deposition of 6 ML of
cobalt changed spectrum drastically, leading to the loss of well-defined probe sites.
This is evidence that indium probes no segregate to the surface, but they are located in
cubic environment. most likely at the interface of copper-cobalt. Only after annealing
of the sample at 400'C for 15 minutes some fraction of well-defined indium sites
reappears. suggesting ndi ion to the Co(I I 1) surface.
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SUMMARY:

TOOLS: INFORMATION:

• Ultrahigh vacuum setup Sample preparation in clean conditions

• X-Ray diffractometer Structural information (crystallographic
(XRR, AXRD) structure, thickness, density)

• Scanning Force Microscope Surface topography information (island
(SFM) size and distribution, surface roughness)

• Magnetoresistivity setup Dependence of resistivity on magnetic
field

• PAC setup + Microstructural information (local

neighbourhood of probe atom, magnetic
hyperfine fields

27



A. Kalinkevich

MAIN METHODS OF IONIZATION IN ORGANIC MASS
SPECTROMETRY

Institute ofApplied Physics, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 40030 Sumy,
Petropavlovskaya St. 58, Ukraine

Method Features

Electron impact Ionization of the evaporated sample by t e
ionization (El) electron beam (first used by A.J.Dempster,

1918). Databases containing the electron
ionization mass spectra of over 100,000
compounds currently exist and are used as
standards in chemical analysis.

Field Ionization (FI Electron tunneling in the high electric field.
MS) Field Desorption The very "soft" method of ionization.
(FD MS) _ _. Known since 1969 (Beckey & coworkers).
Secondary Ion Mass Sputtering of a solid conductive sample by
Spectrometry (SIMS) keV ion beam. Used as a routine tool in the

solid state physics.

Fast Atom Sputtering of liquid matrix by keV atom1,
Bombardment (FAB beam (first used by Barber et al., 1981). A
MS) rr soft" method which is used in analysis of

large o ic molecules.
Plasma Desorption Desorption of the solid sample by MeV
(PDMS) heavy ion impact. A "soft" method.

Introduced by MacFarlane et al. In 1983.
Laser Desorption Desorption of solid samples excited by
Ionization laser impulses. Introduced by Honig and

Woolston (1963).
Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption of sample, placed in
Desorption Ionization chromoforic matrix by laser pulses. Allows
(MALDI) to obtain molecular ions of large organic

species. First described by Karas and
Hillenkamp, 1988.

Electrospray (ES MS) Rapid evaporation of microdroplets.
Introduced simultaneously by several
groups (Fenn et al., 1984; Aleksandrov et
al., 1984). Allows the analysis of very high
molecular mass compounds

28



SCHEME OF A STANDARD EI ION SOURCE

Electron Inlet of
accelerating gaseous samples
voltage

Ionization chamber

Cathode
heating Anode
voltage

Motion path
Cathode heater' IIIII of electrons
Electron emission I IIV

m==0==D Sweeping plate
cm==u=== Focusing plate

=====" Accelerating plate

To analyzer

3:
..... ......................... . ....... . .............E 1 0 ........

E .................. . ..... ................. ..... ......... .............

0 CL

................ ....... ........ .....

E E
.............. --.. . .. .................. .............

Z a E
fle'

.................. ...l o ..... ...... ........ ..... ...............
............ ... .... ........... ........................ ...........

1 0 50 1(2 lo, 104

Energy of electrons, eV
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SCHEMES OF TWO MOST KNOWN "SOFT" ION
SOURCES

1) Matrix-Assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)

Laser irradiation

Desolvatation

0 1 0
110 A- kc00

Desorption

0 - Matrix H

- Sample

Proton transfer

2) Electrospray ionization (ESI)

N2 (80T)

+3 to 6 W, ions + Nozzle

Skimmer

Analyzer

Electrospray u

Metall capillar

Ion lens Pump

N2 (80-C)
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FAB ION SOURCE

Ar

5 6

Ar

I A

7 8 4 3 2 1

1 - ionization of argon, 2 - Ion optics for primary ion beam, 3 - collision
cell 'in which accelerated argon ion collide with neutral argon atom
forming the fast atom beam, 4 - deflecting electrodes which deflect argon
ions, 5 - sample (drop of matrix with dissolved compound(s)), 6-7 - ion
optics for secondary ion beam, 8 - entrance to the analyzer.

primmy beamofAr,5 keV
Matrix

0 ft-0000-0000, 000-0
004 ft-00 0:1 000-0004:

00 00-0000-0000-0
000-0-000 00 -0000-0000-0-0 000-00ft _00 -==-QQ 00-0000-0000-00000 00 ooq 000, 008
000600 - 0 000-0000-000

9000 000-0000-0_000%_000 000-002 000-60- 0000O.. 0- -0700000O..00000-000 (DO 000.0 -0 -0- 000-00- 00
IDIDW- _ 880 00 D1910DO-810D.S. �.00 80 _80000 WORM-0 00 000-000000000:-000

000-0

Argon beam bombarding the surface of liquid matrix.

The FAB ionization technique is a soft ionization method typically requiring the use of a direct
insertion probe for sample introduction and a high energy beam of Xe atoms, or Cs+ to sputter the
sample and matrix ftom the probe surface. The matrix is a nonvolatile solvent in which a sample is
dissolved, the matrix also facilitates ionization. FAB matrix - A nonvolatile liquid material that serves
to constantly replenish the surface with new sample as the incident ion beam bombards this surface.
The matrix also serves to minimize sample damage from the high-energy particle beam by absorbing
most of the incident energy and the matfix is believed to facilitate the ionization process.
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EXAMPLES OF FAB MASS SPECTRA OF BIOLOGICAL
SUBSTANCES (PEPTIDES AND NUCLEOSIDES)

a) 100 x 20 r-x 100

80 -

60 -
[I 39--l 451
717,5

40 - 912.7
(103-1101

872.5

20 -
11-81' M-1001,
i(m.8 1200.8

L I I

0 - mplwbpu
960 1100 1300

b)
100 -

457 [MHr 872
342

80 - 30 101 214 311 442 W5 670
18 11211 242 M 4711 513 10

c 75Gly lie Arg
f I tG71 tEtEt4e2"09t Is t 201

60 - 815 744 631 403 175
798 727 614 396 158

40 457

PM400-ft pro-me"&-ftp-ft

20 Pro-met 470 6 4
229 wi

20IJ
4-

700 200 4DO 600 lwz BW

%TIC 93 (GI +H)+

30 - Nb r1bo

20 - (Nb+H)+

186 (2 GI +H)+

76
10 - 57 (NS+H)'

46
277 (3 GI +H)+

I I I(NS+GI+H)'I'(2NS+w
0 1 -LI

0 10D 200 300 4�O nilz 5w

Nucleoside (Ns) (Nb+Hrrrdz (Ns+HrrrVz (NS+Gl�H)+mtz (2Ns+W,"z

Ado 136 m 360 535
Guo 152 284 276 567
Oyd 112 244 336 487
Urd 1 13 '245 337 489
dAdo 136 252 344 503
crouc) 152 288 3w 535
dCyd 112 228 3K 455
Thd 1 127 1 243 1 335 1 485
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INVESTIGATION OF INTERMOLECULAR
COMPLEXES BY FAB MS

Some nucleosides:
NH2 0 0 NH2

11 CH 1,H 3 H

H

H
H2N 0 O' N

Hor�jo_ Hor�_Ijo_ Ho Hoc�jo

OH OH OH
OH

dAdo, NW 251 dGuo, MW 267 dThd. MW 242 dCyd, MW 227

FAB mass spectra of nucleoside heteroassociates

40 - 40 -
11 2dCyd+H

K -2 dAdo+dGuo+H 1. dCyd+dAdo+H
%lo 2dGuo+H %10 -2

2dAdo+H 2dAdo+H
0 . I I __.____j 0 i I --- i

503 519 636 m/z 465 479 563 MIZ

40 40-
2dCYd+H dCyd+dGuo+H

%lo-2 %lo-2

2Thd+H Thd+dAdo+H

0 J� 2dAdo+H 0 2dGuo+H

485 494 603 MIZ 455 495 535 M/Z

40 40
2dCyd+H

Thd+dGuo+H 1.

%lo-2 2dGuo+H %10_2 "+Ttkd+H

2Thd+" I I I I2Thd+H
0 - � � 0 -

486 510 635 MIZ 465 470 as M/2

MN DOM - calculations were performed to compare the relative pair
associate stability obtained by the quantum-chemistry method and the
mass spectrometry method-

Series of stability (calculated and experimental)
Ks(FAB), AH, kcal/mol (MNDO/H)

for bases in common form (general row):
GC > CC > GG > AC >AA >TG�GA=A'F > TC

Ks 2.14 2.02 1.1 6 1.1 9 0.77

-AH 28.9 20.9 19.9 18.1 16.8 16.3 14
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THE INTRODUCTION OF ULTRASOUND INTO FAB
SOURCE (AN IDEA)

1) FAB ion source assisted by ultrasound:
- better sample mixing,
- sputtering of formed and existing ions,
- sonochernical ionization.

D,,)p'e� %,.the.-) u 1,,,sounc is sNitched ON

[=,,e', -jh,,n souci i� screeched O�F�,,,

,J trasound transducer.

Sample d�oplet.

ion
Ar beaten.

2) Ultrasound Cavitation Assisted Ionization (UCAI)
Ionization in the collapsed cavitation bubbles
Possible scheme of the UCAI ion source:

Lquid matnix

Ultr ound
trualsucer
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ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY WITH
GRAPHITE FURNACE

1 2 3 4

r

5",�i 6/ '7,7

Optical scheme of the spectrofotometer G 1 15 - MI
7 - the lamp with hollow cathode, 4 - dueterium lamp, 6 - semitransparent mirror, 5 - atomizer, 3 -
system of mirrors, 2 -- monochromator (diffiractional grid), I - photodetector.

Bougue-lamberl law:

k1
I = Joe-

1-intensity of transmitted light
10- intensity of incident light-,
1-thickness of absorption layer,
k-absorption coefficient

I �chnjcal characlerisfics of GI 15 - M:
• Spectral range, nm 190-900
• Spectral resolution, not more, nm 0.1
• Range of possible optical densities, mB 0-2000
• Range of possible measured concentrations 10-100('char

• Characteristic concentration, mg11
For copper 0.05
For alurninium 0.6

• Detection limit, mg11
For copper 0.005
For aluminium 0.15

• Absolute error of absorption measurement
of color filters, not more 0.01
0 Absolute error of concentration measurement
in working range 5 Cchar
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Massman's graphite fumace

Ar HO

...............................

HO

Scheme of the furnace used in KAS 120:

4

3

I - detector; 2 - graphite electrodes-, 3 - programming device;
4 - doserl- 5 - graphite furnace-, 6 - light source.
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Comparison of spectral methods

Method Number Deteefion Time expen for analysis Cost of
of elements limit One element All elements device

ICP-MS 70- __Mkppb_ 10 M11H 15 mmH 225 000$
ICP-AES 50 Ppm-ppb Io mmi 30 mmi 120 000$
GFAAS -- 38 ppt-ppb 45 MtIH 4 gHg 40 000$
FAAS 38 Ppm, 30 MHH 3 AH5i 20 000$

Detection limits for differen spectral methods

Element Symbol 1CP`-MS TCP-AES GF-�A$ FAAS

Aluminium Al 0.05 20 0.5 450

Barium Ba 0.01 0-5 1.2 8
Berillium Be 0.04 0.5 0.1 -

Bohr B 0.5 4 20 700

Bismuth Bi O�04 50 1 20
Iron Fe 0.1 3 0.1 3
Gold Au O�05 10 0.5 120

Cadmium Cd O�03 4 0.03 0.5
Calcium Ca 3 0.1 0.1 I
Cobalt Co 0.02 6 0.8 6
Silicon Si 50 to 2 60
Lithium Li 0.03 2 0.3 0.5

Magnesium Mg 0.02 0.5 0.1 0.01
Copper Cu 0.05 3 0.2 1

Molibden MO 0.05 8 0.3 30
Sodium Na 0.06 50 0.1 0.2
Nickel Ni 0.05 10 0.5 4

Niobium Nb 0.02 20 - 1000
Platinum Pt 0.08 50 2 40

Lead Pb 0.05 50 0.1 10
Selen Se 7 50 2 70
Silver _Ag 0.03 5 0.2 0.9

Strontium Sr 0.01 0.5 0.1 -
Stibium Sb 0.02 - 20 3 0

Thallium TI 0.05 50 0.5 9
Titanum Ti 0.05 2 0.5 50

Chromium Cr 0.03 5 0.1 2
Zinc Zn 0.06 0.05 0.8
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MAIN DEPARTMENT FACILITIES (TODAY 9S

INFORMATION)
1. FAB MS

FAB-MS
primary particles

(Ar, Xe) +,o

Sample secondary
ions

2. TOF-PDMS
�10 kV

stp

-1-d i-

d�-

cr 0--k

3. GF AAS 7 - the lamp with hollow cathode, 4 - ductenum lamp, 6 -
semitransparent mirror, 5 - atomizer, 3 - system of rairrors,
2 - monochromator (diffractional Od), I photodetector.

1 2 3 4

5

4. SEM with
Fu�cfional sche.e flh� sc�ning election rnicoscope

Z M
[A Z

RE IM1 102
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EPR Analysis of Biornaterials

Leonid Sukhodub

Institute ofApplied Physics, Sumy, Ukraine

Biominerals.

Minerals vrhkh formation is associated with biolog. Aects are usually treated as

Bion-iinerajs (BM)

Bones and tooth enamel are an example of human organism BM.

The structure of BM includes the mineral and organic components and water as
well.

XRD: mi.component of BM corresponds to the apatite group minerals

(CalO(P04W2, Caj0(P04)60H2, --4

Despite distinctions 'in the intern. constru ction of bones and tooth enamel, the most
essential peculiarifies of their building are similar:

• a mineral component of these BM is represented by small isolated particles
with dimensions - manometers;

• they are located in organic matrix which operates their properties;
• both have a monomolec. hydrate layer which covers nanoparticlies.

AR these permit to conclude that BM shoud be considered as a special class of
substances with special properties.

The following subsystems are identified in the BM:

* nanocrystals (NCR);

monomol. layers (ML) , surround. these NCR;

organic layers (ORG) which form the organ. matrix.

So, the crystal-cherruical formula of BM will be represented as:
�" __ _CR) (ML)j (ORG) j(

BM =Z(N

According to (1) BMs are mineral-orgmic nano-associated (MONA) systems.
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Impurity Crystal Phases in Biominerats

Phase composition(K) of Blommierals (B), which vanies with age and diseases,
represents areas of special interest for such problem as

osteoporosts mechanisms,
bone denit'neralization during space filgh�
application of synthetic 14A and TCP as implant materials for treatment of bone
diseases.

Techniques deal with the study of Structure, Properties of Biomierals:
X-ray phase analyst's method,
IRS and others.

Limitations in phaseanalysts:
• low sensitivity,
• signalbroadening'mdiediffractogramsduesmallparticlesofmineraI

component-S.

Until recently, EPR has not been applied to the determination of PC of the min.comp. of
B.

Aespite small amountdetennine the
processes of bones.

Appticatimof JEPR based on:

ho sensitivity ions (%jW1,Cr13
EPR characteristics of paramagnetic ) are essentially different
when located in dif, crystal lattices, e.g. MgO versus calcite.

Thus, EPR of such ions can be used to investigate the composition of 1CP, defectivness
of their structure, dynamics of processes in minerat phases of B and implant
materids(M-

The 'main objective of my talk: some results of the study carbonate and oxide phases of
and synthetic IM obtained us' the EPR of MW', Crl' ions.

Sainples:

minerals: fluorapatite CaO(PO4)6F2 calcite CaCO3, periclase MgO and fitne CaO.
biominerals: hurnan tooth enamel, femur bones of mancow and rat.
synthetic materials: HA CaO(PO4)6(OH)2, which was obtained by 2 diftechnologies:

• mat. I was synth. from water solutions of Ca(NO3)2, (NH4)214PO4 and Mn(NO3)2
with Ca/P<1.67 -nonstoichiom. HA phase,

• mat.2 the same cond. with Ca/P>1.67 - stoichiom. RA phase + CaO phase in
2+ 2+which Ca ions were partially replaced by Mn

same heatin- -. 70-1050T in aH' atmosphere and duration 30 nimi..
3 Csample irradiation: X-ray tube(vol.60 kVcur.2 mAdose-10 jy), or Co gan (105 Gy).
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Results.

The natural minerals.

The EPR spectra of Mn2I of CaO(PO4)6F2, CaCO3, CaO and MgO vary depending on
their environment (fig. 1), which corresponds + 1/2-1/2 transition.

Two sets of lines, marked as Mn(l), Mn(I I).
Structure of CaO(PO4)6F2 has two calcium positions, Ca(l) and Ca(l 1) (fig.2).
Mn2+ ions, which replace calcium ions in positions Ca(l), Ca(I 1) are denoted as
Mn(l),Mn(I 1) and EPR signals of them are registrated separately and this allow
study the dynamics of distribution of Mn2+ ions in various positions of apatite
structure.
As a rule, the EPR Signals of Mn2+ions in natural apatite cor-to Ca(l) pos.,though
when there are accompanying defects thereare also signals from Ca(I 1).

Calcite.
6 basic doublet signals of Mn 21

2+From the width of peaks it is possible to estimate the local concentr. of M-n
CZ MgO:

6 narrow fines of MW', which are caused by high symmetry of their lattice..
Radiation does not lead to differences in the intens. of the EPR signals of Mn2'.

The synthetic materials.

Mat.t at 900 and 1000- (fig.3b,3c).

EPR sigiWs of Mn2 in the nonstoichioniet. HA are dependent upon the T:
* 150': 6 components of EPR of Mn2+ located in the Ca(I 1) pos. of the nat. apatite,

but the widths are much greater because defectivness of HA structure.
* 150-6W: no essent. changes of EPR signals.
* 700-1000': EPR Signals of MD21 is similar to that of natural apatite.Mat. 2:

EPR signals are essentially different.
In the stoichiometric HA the EPR signals from Mn 2' are absent.
OnlyafterT>1000'EPRsignalsareseenwhichcor.to M[U21 in the phase CaO.
AmountofCaOphasels'msignificant(-O.Onofsampleweight),Itlsimpossible
to register of this phase by X-ray phase analysis method.
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The Biominerals.

2'NoEPRsign.dueMn tonslocated'tntbeapatitephaseofBevenafte-Tvariousregimes

(heat.,irrad.)
Mn2I IOC. 3f -At the same time we saw EPRs fi7om the in CaCO3, CaO phases and Cr in

MgO.

some details:

The human bones.

2 femur bone samples: 2L,2R(Corfical sites 2L-c,2R-c-, Trabecular sites 2L-t,2R-t)

EPR sign. from the Mn2l' located in CaCO3, CaO-I,(Mn), 12(MII) (fig.5),
C�+(MgO)-13(Cr).

II(Mn) no found in 2L-c,2L-t but found in 2L-c after heating (150-700), foundmi

2L-t after T>900

Irradiation 2L-c, 2L-t by y-rays does not prod. I, (Mn), but:

after product. II(Ma) by heating (200-400) y-iffad. decrease II(Mn) and increase

after T>700.

II(Mn) in 2L - the same at those seen in 2R.

12(Ma) occwed in 2L, 2R only after heating (T>700) and in trab.> 'in Cort.

hTadiation by y-rays decrease 12(Mn) (fig.6) .

The colic. of Mn2l In h. bones, based on the size of EPR sig., varies 0. 0 1-0. 02% of

sample weight.

13(Cr) in 21-,2R appear. after T>800.

Wadiation by y-rays decrease 13(Cr) but in trab. bones 13(Cr) less int. than in cort.

sites.

The cow bones.

* EPRfromcort.bone(ob-I)andafterirrad.withX-rays(ob-2)areshowninfig.7.

From this spectra:

* Irrad. of untreated bone produced II(Mn) (Mn2'- EPR s. located in CaCO3).

O Boiling in dist. water a;lso increase II(Mn) and its broadering and it indicates an
of Mn2+ (_O.Ono/

increase in the conc.

The human tooth enamel.

The EPR s. of Mn2I in the phase CaCO3 (fig. 10) are seen in many tooth enamel samples.

II(Mn) signals changes irregularly upon heating in 100-500 interval.

* Irradiation of X-rays leads to an increase of the li(Mn), but by y-rays-to a

reduction -

* In the samples heated at 600-1000, it is not possible to measure the II (Mn).

* However, it is possible to measure the Mn2 ' EPR from Tons located in the CaO

(fig. Io).

0 Rased upon the intensifies the concentration of Mfl2, in tooth enamel is 0. 0 1 -o. M

In carious tooth enamel, the intensity ofEPR s. ofA4n2, ions issev. times greater.
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Discussion.

-Characten'stics of EPR signals are heavily dependent upon their crystal lattice type of the
sampl.
-This allows to use of the EPR method for studing the ICP in Biominerals.

2+-ThegroundstateofMn ionscor.toorbitals'mgletl.e.itsorbitalmomentiseq.0.
-This fact allows the meas.of Mn2I Ions 'in diflattices, 'including those with low symmetry

and large numbers of defects.
-For Cr3' the the situat. is different:

Only for crystals with high symmetry and low degree of defectiveness EPR can be

measured.

M iKanese in nat., synthet. and biggenic qpatite.

2+_ln most samples of the natur..apatite the Mn ions are located in the Ca(l) pos., but also
in some omples in Ca(H) (fig.2).
-The repkeement mechanim Mn2'-"U) is promoted by defects in anion positions (F
by 0- or Off) and by presence Mi the ap. str. of defects such as PO and CO substitution.
-in FIA the Mn�4 CW' isomorphic re0acement is possible only if there is a deficieny of
calcium

if C-a/P-- 1.67 Mn2+-)C-W+ is absent.

-This type of isomorphism (Mn-->Ca) is unstable.

• Even at room T there is removal of manganese ions from the structure and
transformation of nonstoichiom. RA--woich. HA.

• Heating stabilizes the nonstoich. HA and the Mn2' ions in the structure.
-In the synthetic apatite EPR of Mn2I change with increase of T

_Mn 2+ in natural and synthet. apatites do not change the charge state upon heating or
irradiation.
-Thus oxidation-reduction reactions do not have any basic influence on Mn 27, which are
located in the str. of the n(s) apatite.

In the biogenic apatite, EPRfrom Mn 2+ are absent.

(It is supriing, as the min. phase of bones(teeth) is composed mainly of apatite and besides
these biomineral contains a high level of Mn impurity)

-As blog. ap. is formed at 37'C it is possible to assume that the Mn->Ca isomorphic
replacement at this T is energy. unfavourable or unstable.

besides,ifitisassumedthatbiog.ap.isstoichiom.(Ca/P=1.67),thiswouldalso
interfere with the Mn--�Ca isomorphic replacement.
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Mn in carbonates and oxides of minerals and synthetic materials.

- As a rule the natural carbonates and oxides have inten. EPR S. of Mn2' which are
located in cationic positions.

-Also Mn impurity are present 'in CaCO3, magnesite MgC03, dolimite (CaMg)CO3,
Stiderite FeCO3.

-Heating of nat. carbonates (800-1000) leads to the disintegration of these minerals

2(Cao.5Mg0.5)C03_CaC03 +M90 + C02 (1)
CaCO3 ----- CaO + C02 (2)

-in the case of synthetic HA (mat.2) EPR S. of W' in CaO phase occur only after
heating

* tu contrast to nature. mineral CaO is not caused by disintegration of calcite, as this
phase is absent in mat. 2

9 In mat.2 in addition to HA phase, there is also a Ca(OH)2 phase

Ca(OH)2 --- )CaO + H20 (3)

EPR of N4W+ in Ca(OH)2 Of mat.2 are not observed because of high defectivness

In CaO of mat. 2Mn2+ can apparently be in both the MR2+ and W ' states.

y-rays of the Co is stimul. oxidation processes of Mn2+ located in CaO

mu 2+___-e ------- Mn'+ (4)

X-ray, on contrary, stimulates the reduction processes and has. MB3+ in paraMag. State

Nln�+-+ 6 ..... MjI2+ (5)

Conclusions.

1. The results reported show that the EPR metod has unique possibilities for study of CIP
in biorninerals with quantities about 0. 1% of total weight and is less sensitive to the sizes
of nanocrystals of B as compared with X-ray p. a. method(parficles should have sizes
larger than the area of coherent scattering).
2. The main thrust of this talk was devoted to the IP in carbonate and oxide substances.
because these phases play an important role in fimction of bones and implant materials.
3. EPR research facilitates the study of the mechanisms of bone and teeth disease
development. For instance, caries disease of teeth is directly connected with changes
composition of the mineral component of enamel.
4. The EPR method allows effective study of the PC of the minerals of animal bones after
imitation of space flight conditions (space osteoporosis). This date allow to develop the
counter-measures for decreasing bone deminerafization in microgravity conditions.
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+3/2

S-+IJ2 + II

IAE-hv-gPH,

S- 112 1/2

A

gmromaa- R2

Fig. 1: Energetic levels of the electron in the Fig.1- EPR signal. I -the line of SBF-field
magnetic field. A-one electron (spin 1/2); B- absorption; H - it's first derivafive
three electrons (maximum spin - 3/2)
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Mn2�, ImatedF4 1. The EPR speMaof iOM
nattwal min� a- tlTd Spec"M Of We flaulral
apatft. lklow the SP0ctrM two gmups of fines,
caused by ft ions MUM aW Mn(II), located

tn 4a�-mnt pomUons of culchun, am dedgnoe& CO(P04V7

Narrow lines Of a rcfeyMm sample (M90 :
Ml.,2+) am &*Rated over of ft dmWing; h-
ft qxztm of the nahmal calefte. Lines of a MR 01)

mferance sample (NISO : Mn2+) arc placed
between the main lox$ of the spectnM; C - ft
specuum of tk mechanical midge of CaO and
Mgo. Below ft specuum ft lines of ions MD'2-1,

localrd in the pbow CRO, we desigWed. The
lot line of ft SPVChum is shiW to &C left in
rbtLw to the line of ion MnI+ in bw- BY b
IM B ft induction of the mWittic field is cam
designated

CS0+-hW

lo MT B

me: C&O

Fig. Z The abeam of the apatite sauchue: a -
the simplified draw. Only a past of im CU(II),
loaded at the saw level with Dwidne kms is dmm

0 F The ions Ca(l) and Ca(II) we located at differcnt
levels of the lattice elemcritary cell; b - ft mme
detailed scheme. It is POSSAAC W X* the CDWAnWOn

0 complex CaO. for the position Ca(l) andcoordination complex CaO,,F for the position

Cam

Can Cgff

Caff

Ca y4c

0 Ca J/4

8 1 4116

0 V4 � VIM
OF MW

,G) P 9yWP 4C
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Fig 3 Ibe EPR vectra MuAraftAhr, dymanics
of iom MIP M Mk=t SWEPIM spectnM a
corresponds to Calcite 'With a high
Con=ntratiOn (O.n %) of MaPnew iom-
Spectra b and c correWond to ft MUPICS of C
vinthetic msUfial 1, heated at tnxrab= 900
and IOW -C, =VvctivcIY- In Bill WCUM them
a= narraw 4gnab fies a ref=nce SKMOW
(mgo : Mr?+). Tho po"m of thm lines is
designated al ft tap of ft drawing. Below
ft dmwing two grVaPS Of gm Of WM NW)
and Mn(II), located in different calcium
po6fiow of synthetic hydroxYlapatite are CaIQ(P04V0Hh

Caj8(P04M0H)2

lo MT B

Mn (1)

bb M

Yg 4. Tbt EPR gm= of oxidm -M
qMMM a Conv4waft to =draw Cao
with ispuddes of mangsam and

MOM chmmebm By the symbob Ms%2*(3),
hW-(4) and W- the thud and the
b" Am of the EFR dpol Of Mn2*

CRO aWC&k=amdcdSWvdac=dhqb.
Sptcftm b Is ofthe invehankW mbMm
of natural M80 (vith impurity
n ig P a) mid cow bone htaW at a
T - 930 'C. By rimbols W2+(3).
Mnz+(4) and Cr3+ ft third and the
fDWO IbC Of i0M MIP+ In MUHW M80
and bm of ion cr� M *C impurity
my" pbM M80, Which M W.Mcd in
tbcbowdwawdcdrmftdacC~-
Note, am Cr3+ signal of broke is to gm
left orthid Of COO

M90

M3�+(3)

b
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Mn"": coo

Fq I ne EPR spectrum a the trabeculaf
pwt of hunum femur bcm- The mm* was
home at a T = 900 'C wkd was hra&ated by
greys of isotope 6OCo. In additian to limm,
muscd by ft mm Mn2+ m mpunty crystal
pham of CaO and CROD3, 'tS Male to We
ft og= Mgn& Tht sqpmh between the 2th
and 3rd Jim of Mangan= we mused by ions
O-, locaW in posifiow 4)F hy&00 FUUPS of
the qmdft strudwr- Tbr- vsnals between ft
3rd mW 4th lines of MODPDM are cmwd by I I
different PmWmgncfic cclItTes, Including +: cam
re&COK kcMed on anfaces of bioapatite

2 2

R& 6. Frapicam of ft EPR Wectm of the cortical (a) wd 2
trabecular M filagmem of human bom. Pw upper op"a
CGUCSP .WA to the samples bcuftd at a T- 9DOT. TU lower
spectra were wow" after the kradiation. of these samples
by grays of isotope 6OCo. Numbers I and 2 desk;AM Me
EPR S4� of tons Mri'+, koftd in hAPulftY ay" ohms
Of CaCO3 and CaO a=r&91Y. The luw-fieW OMPOReM
(number I and 2) of the six lines of ions Mn' am shown in
ft Spectra
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ng� 7 Fragrnents of the EPR spectra, of ft cortical bone of
cow:,a - the initial sample, b - the sample, h1adiated Wm X-
raysc- the sample after boiling in water for 10 hows-A scale
drawing shows the three low-field Um of ions in the
PhM CaC031 is shown at the boftorn

W2*

M- FOPROM of the EM Spedft of beam tooth enwiml. The
W VOMW (1) GOITC4MIdS to Me WM nonlicated. sample,

cam kWffiWd* X-MS. Md the boom to *0 mmlft, heated at
T= WM The qmm I ad 2ut ewmd by loft Mn2+, kmftd
W PbM CaM, and CaO, scewft* IU Wo low-field Him of
WM VA9+ we Amn in the spoeft

M7?*.. CRO
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Necessary features for proper osseointegration
of a hip prosthesis:

1. Mechanical properties:

The implant material should be stiff to avoid bone
stresses,, while flexible materials may lead to failure
during the ingrowth period [2]

2. Chemical properties:

The implant material must have a low corrosivity to
avoid the diffusion of metal ions into the
surrounding bone tissue

3. Surface properties:

The connection between bone and implant is
influenced by the surface roughness of the implant
(especially in the case of uncoated implants)

4. Biocompatibility/Bioactivity

The implant material should not affect the sensitive
equilibrium of cells in the surrounding tissue

The material should advance bony ingrowth, i.e.
differentiation of bone marrow cells into ostcoblasts
must be supported
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The advantages of hydroxyapatite coatings on
metal surfaces:

HA coatings can reduce the metal ion release kinetics
from the metal surface by

- acting as physical barriers

- shifting the corrosion potentials of the titanium
substrate to more noble values (for coating
thickness - 200 �tm) [31

HA coatings are bioactive, because

-they chemical composition is very similar to
natural bone mineral

-they reveal low cell toxicity

-support bone ongrowth on their surface

Disadvantages:

-HA coatings often suffer mechanical failure in
long-term application
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Results of cell culture studies of different implant materials[4]:

Mineralized area Number of mineralized nodules

60- 7 Days 1 14 Days 200

50 a

Z 401

T� T1M -T-

30-

20 -
T

a b a b
a IIA

b Co Tl CC NA CO TI GC HA

CO TJ GC HA Co TI 6C HA Figure 7 a. Photographs of mineralized nodules on each
material: samples of HA and GG were placed on a film-
viewer and thon the nodules were observed as a shadow

Figure 6 Effects of various substrates on Ca content of c0 image. b. Area and number of mineralized nodules were
layer at 7 and 14 day-, of culture. Each value represents the measured as described in Materials and Methods- All data
rnean + s.e. of six samples: a, P<0_05 compared with were Converted to percentage of control, Each value
those of confrol(CO)� b, P<005 compared with those of represents the rnean -�- s.e. Of six Samples: a, P-0.05
control of Tl� c, P < 0.05 compared with those of GO. compared with those of control(GO) -

The system consisted of a rat bone marrow cell culture, which
forms mineralized nodules,, which are morphologically,
immunohistologically and biochemically bone-like.

The cells were taken from adult bone and directly contacted
bone marrow tissue
+ high similarity to real conditions in implant surgery

Results: Hydroxyapatite provides the best conditions for bone
marrow cells to differentiate into osteoblasts, which leads to a
large amount of mineralized tissue formation on the surface
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Bone bonding strength: comparison of hydroxyapatite and
tricalcium-phosphate coatings [11

Experimental procedure:

20 Ti alloy cylinders with TCP or HA coating (50 �tm) were
inserted into the bones of 20 dogs for a period of six weeks. The
implants were surrounded by a 2 mm gap.

Results:
Bone ongrowth (dense woven bone in contact with
coating):

TCP: 22 %
HA: 37 %

14A induced a thin layer of new bone growing from the coating
surface.
--> bidirectional new bone formation

Both coatings showed the same amount of mineralized new
bone in the gap.

Ceramic resorption (mainly occurring in surface regions without
bone ongrowth):

TCP: -93%
HA: - I %

Shear stress and shear stiffness was I 0-fold higher for HA
coatings!

In the TCP-coated implants failure only occurred in the
bone/ceramic interface!

TCP is biocompatible, but has poor mechanical properties!
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Hydroxyapatite coatings are most frequently obtained by plasma
spraying

Coatings provide excellent biocompatibility by

1. an ingrowth. of bone into the coating

2. dissolution/re-precipitation reactions between bone
and coating -* natural bone growth around implants

But:

In clinical applications plasma-sprayed coatings suffer
mechanical failure, often near the interface between HA
coating and the titanium alloys

Possible reasons:

1. High cooling rates (-IO' K/s)
4formation of amorphous calcium phosphate at the

HA- Ti interface that acts as a fracture path

2. In spite of the high temperatures in the process of plasma
spraying no interfacial reaction products are found
+abrupt physical changes across the interface

3. The low concentration of 0 and OH at the interface
indicates the presence of tricalciurn phosphate, which has
much worse bonding properties than hydroxyapatite

Alternatives:
"softer" coating techniques as electrophoresis, sputtering

or dipping[7,8,9]

graded coatings by plasma spraying[6]
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Coating by magnetron spring

Plasma ring shaped anode
Cathode

permanent magnets

Substrate

magnetic field lines ec
1 KV

Different modes:

direct cur-rent for the sputtering of conductors
alternating current for the sputtering of dielectrics (-some KHz)
reactive sputtering by using a certain gas (target + gas => coating)

Additional ion mixing by high energy bombardment (100 - 200 keV) is possible

HA

A1203

Ti
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Surface roughness of hydroxyapatite: influence on cell
adhesion, proliferation and detachment strength 1101

Experimental procedure:
Human bone marrow stromal. cells were seeded on f1A discs
with different surface roughness (polished in a one single
direction by SiC metallographic paper)

Investigation of
- cell morphology by Scanning electron microscopy
- cell attachment by recording the number of cells
- adhesion strength by determining the shear stress

necessary to detach cells firorn the substrate (using a
rotating disc device)

- cell proliferation by counting the cells after different
numbers of days of culture

- cell differentiation by evaluation of ALP activity

Results:
- No big differences in cell morphology on different

surfaces
- Dimension of cells comparable to distance between

grooves
- No significant differences in cell number between 4

and 18 h of incubation
- Shear stress necessary for cell detachment is higher on

rough surfaces
- Similar cell proliferation on all surfaces
- Similar ALP expression on all surfaces

4 Surface roughness generally improved response of bone
marrow cells in vitro
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imated by (lie u�c of a protein assay (Micro Protein,
Sigma 610-A)- lZesults were calculated as in cromoics of
p-nitrophenol per microg'ram of protein per hour.

2.8. Statistical analysis

A sample size of six was used for each experimental
group. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and pairwise mul-
tiple comparison Tests (STATISTICA software package)
were used to determine differences within a group-

3. Results

3- 1. Material and surface characterization

............ ....
3. 1. 1. Chemical analysis

On chemical analysis, the composition of the powder Fig. 2. SEM micrograph showing the bone marrow cell morphology Oil
was found to be close to the stoichiometric value for HA a typical HA disc, polished with SiC metallographic paper 1200-grit,

after 4 h of initiation (original magnification x 200).
with a calcium-phosphate molar ratio of 1.65. Analysis of
chemical composition on the surface, following sintering,
pelletization and grinding, yielded a molar Ca/P ratio of
1.65 + 0-01.

-3,1.2. Powder X-ray di action
As may be seen �i Fig. 1, both before and after sinter-

ing, X-ray diffraction analysis showed that HA was pres-
ant exclusively in the specimens. As may also be seen
from the sharpening of the main reflection-, correspond-
ing to HA (30-35' 20), sintering resulted in HA of higher
crystallinity.

3.1.3. Suty-ace roughness and morpholt),Qy
The values, mean + SD, of the roughness R,, of h

droxyapatite were 0.733 + 0.203, 2.856 + 0. I 80 and
4.680 + 0.433 l_Lm, when polished with SiC paper of 1200-,
600- and 180-grit, respectively. The mean R,, values were

NVANE&WEEW WINK, WT&M W�,

Fig� 3. SEM micrograph showing the bone marrow cell morphology on
a typical HA disc, polished with SiC MoLallographic paper 600-grii,
aftei 4 h of incubation (original magnification x 200).

Before sintering

statistically different (p < 0.05). The roughness obtained
in our preparations consisted of macroscopically almost
parallel grooves and ridges. The grooves were spaced

After sintering approximately 25, 50 and 75pm apart on HA1200,
IAA600 and HA180, respectively, as may be seen in [lie
micrographs shown if) Figs. 2-4-

2c) 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 3 2. Cell morphology

20 (degrees)
No apparent differences in the cell morphology on an,

Ig I X-1 '1Y car fit �tcuofi 4 01C � I A pcjvvdc:i bdoii: �in, (f the surf, s were four,(] Cells, formed bridges _0",

200 C toi IO h the undulations and spread over them. After 2h the
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S. Danilchenko

Methodical opportunities of the XRD analysis, used at the

researches biogenic and synthetic hydroxyapatite

Institute of Applied Physics, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 40030 Sumy,
Petropavlovskaya St. 58, Ukraine

I.Determination of qualitative and quantitative content of crystal phases in a sample.
For example: Ca5(PO4)30H, Ca3(PO4)2, (CaM9)3(PO4)2-

2.The precise determination of the crystal lattice constants (interplanar distances - d)
by means of examination of the displacement of the diffraction lines from standard

2+positions - characterizes distortions of a lattice at substitutions (for example: Sr
Ca2+, or C03 2- --> P043), defects of packing, macrodistortion due mechanical load, etc.

3.A-nalysis of substructure, i.e. determination of average crystal sizes, shape of

crystallites, and lattice microdistortion (Ad/d) by means of the physical width of the

diffraction peaks analysis.

4.The estimation of primary orientation of the hydroxyapatite crystals - is urgent for

the bone tissue, and as for blocks of dense ceramics and ceramic coatings on metal

implants.

The factors of influence on the bone mineral and synthetic
hydroxyapatite in conditions of the model systems

1. Demineralization in solutions of weak acids - for the bone tissue
simulates pathological condition, for synthetic materials allows to
estimate ability to biodegradation.

2. Sintering or thermal decomposition - estimation of the crystalline
phase stability and phase purity, comparative research of
substructure and morphological features of the osseous mineral
crystallites.

PERSPECTIVE (OUTLOOK)

3..Mechanical load - study on the fine structural distortion in loaded

osseous mineral and synthetically prepared HA.

4.,Combination of the factors, for example:

a) investigation of the biodegradation of artificial HA in the synthetic

body fluids after heating at different temperatures;

b) study cyclically loaded HA in the synthetic body fluids - simulation of

the physiological conditions.
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X-ray diffraction patterns of biogenic kabC) and syntnetic kdetj
hydroxyapatites after heating to different temperatures.
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The effects of sintering temperature on the substructures of biogenic
and synthetic hydroxyapatite

The thermal behavior of the osseous mineral of mature bovine bone and
synthetically prepared hydroxyapatite was studied. The samples of biogenic and
synthetic apatites were gradually heated to 1300 'C 'in air atmosphere, slowly
cooling, and the changes of the X-ray diffraction patterns at different temperatures
have been investigated. The analysis of the broadening of (002), (300) and (004)
diffraction peaks was used to examine changes 'in substructure parameters of the
apatite crystals.

The Joint analysis of (002) and (004) peaks showed, that the microdeformations of the
crystal lattice in biogeruc apatite disappear after heating up to 600 'C, and 'in synthetic apatite are
equal to zero for all investigated samples. By the analysis of width of the (002) and (300)
diffraction peaks, for those cases, when the microdeformations of the lattice are equal to zero and
do not influence the broadening, the cross and Ion itudinal sizes of crystals in the investigated
samples were determined. The features of the thermal growth of blogenic apatite crystals are
explained by the fact they are oriented and in the ordered arrangement in the bone tissue.

Table. XRD data for diffraction peak profiles of the biogenic and
synthetic hydroxyapatites after heating at different temperatures

for 150 'C, 600 'C, 700 'C, 800 'C, 900 'C, 1000 'C, I 100 OC, 1300 'C;
and for (002), (300), (004) - reflections)

]Integrated intensity - I
Big amount of information (digital data) is not simple

Broadening parameters - 0('20)*) and useful for understanding.

Total reliability

*) The width of the diffraction peak is inversely proportional to average crystal size. A
narrower diffraction profile si ifies a larger average size and/or a less distorted crystal
lattice.

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of biogenic (abc) and synthetic (dcf)
hydroxyapatites after heating to different temperatures.

Fig. 2. The effect of sintering temperature on the average crystal size of of
biogenic and synthetic hydroxyapatites.

Fig. 3. Plot of the peak area ratios of (002) and (300) reflections versus
heating temperatures.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. All peaks in diffraction patterns correspond to hydroxyapatite crystal lattice for
both types of samples. There was no other calcium phosphate phases to be traced
during heating to 1300 'C. It is suggested that the investigated samples of biogenic
and synthetic apatites are characterized by high phase purity.
2. The temperature treatment leads to growth of the crystallite sizes of biogenic and
synthetic HA both in longitudinal, and in cross directions. The dependence of the
crystallite sizes from sintering temperature has exponential characteristic. The
intensive growth of crystals begins at temperature 600 'C.
3. In the crystallites of biogenic HA, which described in original state by
microdeformations of a lattice, after sintering at temperature 600 'C and higher,
arrangement of a lattice was happened and perfect structure was formed. In the
investigated synthetic HA microdefonnation of a lattice was not found.
4. The temperature growth of the crystal sizes of biogenic; and synthetic HA is not
accompanied with changes of their orientation, and occurs only as agglomeration of
adjoining crystals.
5. The accelerated growth of the cross crystal sizes of biogemic HA is caused by

their ordered arrangement in bone tissue,, since the layers of the organic matrix,
which separate lateral sides of the crystallite are much more thin, than layers, which
separate the faces -
6. After sintering at 1300 'C the crystal sizes of blogenic HA are essentially more
for crystallites with orientations along C axis, than for crystals with other
orientations. It can be explained by morphological features of a bone tissue structure,
according to which the crystallites with orientation along C axis, can associate in
larger structural units, than crystallites of other orientations.
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PRECIPITATION OF HYDROXYAPATITE IN PRESENCE OF

TITANIUM IONS.

2V. V. Pifipenko*', C. Moseke , S.N. Danilchenkol, AX Kalinkevich', L.B. Sukhodubl,
0. Boelling2, L.F. Sukhodubl, and B. Sulklo_Cleff 2.

Institute ofApplied Physics, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 40030
Sumy, Petropavlovskaya St. 58, Ukraine.
2Institute of Nuclear Physics, Westfaelische Wilhelms Universitaet, Muenster,
Wilhelm-Memm-Sir. 9, Germany.

Titanium and its alloys are most promising as material for implants in

orthopedic and dental applications due to their corrosion resistance,

blocompatability and clinical longevity

But after a certain osteointegration time some amount of titanium ions

can be observed in body tissue, earlier experiments have shown also that

free titanium ions can be integ -ated into the crystal lattice of

commercially produced HA.

This work attempts to develop an in-vitro model system to study the

influence of titanium ions during the crystallisation of new HA crystals

under physiological conditions.
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The plasma desorption mass spectrometry (PDMS) method.

In PDMS a sample is deposited on a metal surface (as a rule, made of
gold) and bombarded by fission fragments of the radioactive isotope
252cf.

+10 kV

F
Sample eterated ions

detector
252cf ++ 4COmpUter

Start detector

In the fission 252Cf, two nearly equel fragments (56 Ba and 43 Tc) are
produced; one is incident on the target with the test substance, the other
enters a primary particle detector ("start"-detector).

The energy is transferred to the molecules so that molecules and
fragments (charged and neutral) are ejected from the surface into gas
phase. The desorbed secondary ions are accelerated in the electric field,
enter the time-of-flight mass-analyzer, and reach a "stop"-detector.

By nieusunng the flight time of the secondary ions and knowing their
energy and drift path, it is easy to transfrom the ion time-of -flight
spectrum into the mass spectrum.
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Procedure of chemical synthesis of HA

We used following different samples foi- PDMS investigation:

l. Sample A was commercially pure calcium phosphate Ca3(PO4)2

obtained from the company Merck.

2. Sample B was compound synthesized from CaC12 with K2HP04-

3. Sample E was compound synthesized from

CaCl2 6H20 with (NI-14)2 HP04

4. To the other three samples F, G, and H different amounts (0.7, 1.4,

2.9 ml, respectively) of aqueous 15 % T'CI3 solution obtained from

the chemical company Riedel-de Haen were added dropwisely to

perform the model reaction with titanium.

Samples were incubated at 37 'C. During incubation all sample solutions

were moved in an orbital shaker at 200 rpm.

After 3 days of incubation in all reaction mixtures a solid precipitate was

obtained. All solids were filtrated and rinsed several times with distilled

water. After that they were dried in the warm cabinet at 40 'C and

powdered in a mortar.
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Procedure of sample preparation for PDMS studies

To obtain an optimal sample preparation procedure for mass

spectrometric measurements, several different methods for sample

preparation have been examined.

The application of various systems of the solvents allowed us to observe

also the dependence J the received result from the sample preparation

procedure.

The investigations of the samples were perfom-ied with the following

modes:

1) in distilled water, for getting standard ions;

11) in 0,9 % aqueous sodium chloride solution (physiologic d solution),

for obtaining ions typically in body flUide;

111) in 0,1 M hydrochloric acid, for performing hydrolysi§;

IV) by putting the substances onto glycerine substrate acting as ma ix sq

not dissoluting the precipitate.
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PDMS spectra of standard HA
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XRD spectra of sample E without titanium
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PDMS spectra of HA synthesized without titanium (sample E) and
with added titanium (sample H)
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Further steps

The mass spectrometric data of samples with titanium added indicated a

number of complex ions, consisting of titanium and phosphate groups,

which corresponded to the atomic surrounding in the structure of HA:

[TIP031', [T'PO41 and [TiPO4 + H201+-

-4+This suggests that Ti is replacing Ca2'+. This replacement during

precipitation is not concerning ions of type [CaX]+ therefore the mass

spectra also gave [CaH]4. [CaO]-'-, [CaOH]+, [CaPO21+ typically also

observed in HA precipitated without titanium.

This effect may influence the HA crystallization process.

This will be studied by

XRD measurements for crystal structure information,

SEM for morphology information;

FAB-MS for controlling PDMS resqt!S
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Creation of biomaterials using the dual beam MAD methods
B. Rajchel, Lucyna Jaworskal, Leonard M. Proniew iCZ2 , Edward Wantuch 3, M.Mitura, 1'.

,4 iCZ5 5 Z6,Burakowski , R. najduk, A.Adarnski, Jacek Baszkiew , Danuta Krupa , Adam Bare
Janusz W. Sobczak 7Andrz J Bilifisk i7

'institute of Metal Cutting, Department of Engineering Department, ul. Wroclawska 37a, 30-
0 1 1 Krakow.
2Department of Chemistry, Jagiellonian University, 30-060 Krak6w, ul. Ingardena 3
3University of Technology, 31-864 Krak6w, al. Jana Pawla 11 37
4University of Technology, 26-600 Radom, ul. J. Malczewskiego
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6Institute of Electron Technology, 02-668 Warszawa Al. Lotnik6w 46
7Institute of Physical Chemistry of Polish Academy of Science, 01-224 Warszawa ul.
Kasprzaka 44/52

The dual beam Ion Assisted Deposition technique (IBAD) can be applied for creation of
the hard, biocompatible coating layers. As substrate the stainless steel, Ti, special Ti alloys,
the A1203 or other solid materials can be used.

Presently, the biocompatible coating layers such as the DLC (Diamond Like Coating),
SiC, TiC, hydroxyapatite (flAp) and thin coating layer based on Ca, P, 0, H are investigated.

The main idea of the dual beam IBAD methods is shown in fig. I

Dual Beam IBAD - Ion Beam Assisted Deposition Method

"ImplantaUoW'bearn
( Ar , C )

60 a�
Ar O

Auxiliary" target

Coating "Na

Substrate

Fig. I Scherne of the Dual Bearn IBAD - Ion Beam Assisted Deposition Method
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The final elemental composition, structure and physical, chemical and
mechanical parameters are strongly defined by set of the MAD equipment
parameters (see table).

MAD parameters:

Implantation" beam magnetic mass separation (mass resolution -1/350):
beam of ions: from H+ up to U+
energy: from 15 keV up to 45 keV

2 _ I 00 �tAjCM2current density: 0. I gA/cm

Auxiliary" beam gasess: Ar+,N+
energy 15 keV - 45 keV
current density: up to 250 ytA/cm2

Substrate: any solid material

Auxiliary" target any solid material, dimension: 37 mm x 37 mm

For investigation of the DLC, TiC and SiC coating layers the RBS, NRA
and RAMAN spectroscopy is applied.

The Raman spectroscopy can reach information about the sp 3 and SP2

ratio. As example, the Raman spectrum obtained for the DLC - MAD coating
layer is shown in fig. 2.

DLC

0.050 -

0.045 - Sp,

0-040 SP2

.-E 0.035 -

0.030 -
CU

0.025 -

0.020 -
211 -
Z 0.015 -

0.010 -
0.005 -

0.000
1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

Raman shift [cm-)

Fig. 2 Raman spectrum for: DLC - MAD (25keV C+)
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The SiC coating layer was investigated by micro-Raman spectroscopy.
2Set of spots (each 80xl 00 micrometers , see fig.3) was compared. For each spot

we observed two characteristic Rarnan peaks: 790 cm-' and 970 cm-, (see fiig.4)
and we can describe our MAD SIC coating layer as the b-SiC.

SIC
(A) (B)

MOM
Fig.3 White light image for two different spots (A and B) for the MAD - SIC, layer

selected for the microRaman spectroscopy

20000-
Coated surface sample No. 8

excitahon wavelengM 514 nm

exposure Urno 30s

15000-

C:

10300-

0
0 Spot A

5000. Spot B

i �00 1500

Wavenumber Shift [cm- 1

Fig.4 MicroRaman spactra for spots A and B
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The experimental Raman spectrum was compared with typical spectra from the Renishow
Librarv. The result of comparison is shown in fig.5.

2400a- Coated surface sample No. 8, spot A

e�citauon waelenp 51/A nrT

e1qDOSUretMe 303

E
:3000-

i 600c)-
C SpenTum of SiC (Incrgmcs ibray)
3
0
L) baci.ground subncted speciRm ot cPot A

16000-

1400
560 I doo �O D

Wavenumber Shift (cm-1 I

Fig. 5 The microRaman spectnun for the spot A and the library Raman spectrum for the
sic

The biocompatibility was tested for cells SaOS2 and for U9376. Time of
observation: 7 days. Results: good biocompatibility

Hydroxya-patite (HAp) and thin coating layer based on Ca, P, 0, H

The HAp coating layers were created by the IBAD technique with using beams
of the Ca' and P-'- ions. The current density of beams was varied. For
investigations of the semi HAp coatings (covered the Ti plate) the SIMS (see
fig.6) and XPS techniques (composition, thickness), RBS/PIXE (Ca/P ratio)
were applied. For investigation of the corrosion resistivity and the
biocompatibility the HAP layer were created by 4, 7 or by 14 hours. We
observed best corrosion resistivity for samples created by 7 and by 14 hours.
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1.E+07 A 1.E+07 B

Ti Ti
1 E+06 1.E+06

1.E+05 1.E+05

cn 1.E+04 1.E+04

Ca
0 0 1.E+03
U 1.E+03

Ca

1.E+02 1.E+02
P

0

I.E+01 1.E+01 -

1.E+00
I.E+00 0 200 400 600

0 200 400 600

Time [s] Time [s]

Fig.6 SIMS spectra for two HAp coating layers created by the dual beam IBAD
methods. Substrate: Ti. Time: 7 hours (left) and 14 hours
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Health hazards due to percutaneous
uptake of ultrarine particles
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1. Search for a common program
2. Problems to be solved and a methodology

* Heterogeneous photocatalytic reactions
9 Skin as a barrier to environment
9 Allergy and inflammation of the skin tissue

3. Tasks distribution within the Consortium
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Photocatalysis of TiQ2

Energy
Cl. Icceplors

ScIlliconductor lvPC "li,

conduc(ancc band

Ps

t

cl. donors
Valencc band

fluid ar im

cEystal surface

Distance

Tilv _ 02- - Tilv -OH + hv Ti"' - O* Ti'v OH
or +
TiO2+ hv (e- /h+) ` Ccb- + hvh
ecb' Ctrap (as Ti...
hvb+ li,,,p� (as *OHsurf)

further reactions:

h+ + HO -- * HO* + H+

02 + e- ---)'02
02 .- + H+ -- > H02*

H02*+ H02* ---+ H202

H202 + 02 - ___)�Ffo_+Ho� +02
h+ + HO- --, HO*

H202 + C_ ----."HO- + HO*

T102: two crystallic forms: rutile or anatase. In both forms AE 3 eV, what
corresponds to hv from near UV (rutile: ?, < 400 nm, anatase: ?�, < 385 nm)
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XANES- X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structures-
a solution to define the oxidation state of Ti in tissue

A kk L-edge

IOg (�L)

K-edge

lo of photon energy
bm OPP

log (lL)

XANES-
shift of the edge and position
of the pre-edge peak depends
the oxidation state of the element

- loev p, logarithm of photon energy
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Structure of skin and possible pathwqys of nano-particles

Solution: 2-D and 3-D elemental maps using nuclear
microprobe

, A-

IC used

rn
n�y

MIC

dc

W.B. Saunders Company items and derived items Copyright (c) 1999 by W.B. Saunders
Company
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Role of adhesion in the migration of leukocytes
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Role of adhesion in the leukoc)le activation:

• receptor-ligand binding as a start of biochemical events
• modulation of adhesion molecules in membrane
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Role of adhesion in phagoicytosis:
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Adhesion in the recovnizinp, processes

lymphocyte T cell - antigen recognizing protein complex

Antigen-binding site

88

CD3 TCR CD3 proteins
proteins heterodimer

example of the recognizing process

ANTIGEN PRESENTING CELL

Class 11 molecule

chain ain

137-1

Peptide antigen

Y

CD3 TCR CD3
proteins heterodimer proteins

CD4+ T CELL

W.B. Saunders Company items and derived items Copyright (c) 1999 by W.B. Saunders
Company
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Conclusions:

Contribution of our group to the project:
• responsibility for the work package "Photocatalyst

and reaction products "
• determination of the titanium oxidation state in tissue

by XANES and TDPAC methods
• determination of pathways of uptake and clearance of

TiO2by depth profiles and 2-D elemental maps
measured with our microprobe ([t-PIXE)

• keeping cell lines and preparation of cell cultures for
experiments performed at the cell level

• investigation of TiO2 induced inflammation or allergy
processes in skin by measuring the adhesive and
elastic properties of cells in vitro (with SFAI)

• delivery of radioactive isotopes for radiolabeling and
as nuclear probes used in TDPAC
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Environmental Lichen

Biomonitoring of Trace-Element Air Pollution

Project:
Air pollution of the Ukraine in comparison to Finland

In the frame of the technical-scientific collaboration between the
Ukraine and Germany

WTZ-Pro .ect UKR 98/007 (BMBF, 1998-200 1)
Complexation in Biological Systems

institute of Applied Physics, Sumy (Ukraine)
L. S. -Sukhodub

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Mfinster (Germany)
B. Sulkio-Cleff
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Air pollution

..Traditional" pollution: so-�, 0;, NOvv

N ow

heaa metals, 201ycyclic aromatic and hatogeneted organic com2ounds

Emission from anthropogemic sources: (lust, illicroparticles, gasses

Emission control in practice is a corripleN_�ble�nr
- sources and their emissions
- suitable analytical methods for measurement and quantification?
- nsks of specific pollution for environment and hw-nan health?
- crititical emission values?

Inforination about the qtpollution by
- pollutant fate and transport modeli1g: emission sources must be known
-field measurements of immision:

air sampling devices
deposition samplers. dry, wet, total amount of air particulate matter

Immi'sion measurements allow to deten-nie unknown em�issionjQIggp§

Requirements:
continuous sampling
for long period of time, at many places over large areas

So far only a few deposition measurements of air particulate matter excist
using technical methods over large areas.-
Reasons:

no sufficiently sensitive and inexpensive devices
for simultaneous measurements
of many air contarninants at a large number of stations.

Biomonitoring mayhe the solution!?
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Lichens as biomonitors

Blornonitoring by plants-
-11chens- mosses- fems, grass
-tree bark. tree rings.
-pine-needles

Lichens and mosses which are tolerant f'Or the relevant pollution levels-
_%'Videlv distfl'bUted

MoL2holog,�y of lichens and mosses
-do'nt varv inuch with season, allowing acCUrnulation during the whole year

Lichens are lona-lived-
-therefore long time intergration of atmospheric deposition

Lichens form a group of plants in which the plant body (thallLIS) consists of fungal
tI'SSLie (90 '/O).
Microscopic algae are embedded in the ftingal tissue, usually forinmig a
distmigued laver (heteromerous 11chens)

soredlum

Lipper bark

algae layer

.46

marrow

lower bark

Cross-section of a heteromerous lichen with a sorahurn
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Fungus and alga are living in symbiosis,
alga: delivers nutrients by its metabolism.
fuligus, protects mechanically and regulates tile moisture content.

Appr. 20.000 lichen species with several groups of ftingi and algae:

most of lichen species fonn crusts on rocks and trees,
leaflike and shnibby lichens are less abundant.

I ive span of IO ly I 00 years!

Sorne exaj-ni)les of licliens.-
crustose lichens, leaflike lichens, Lllrubb I

=y lichens:
pictures taken by Wirth in the black forest (South of Germany)

Lichens have no roots:
This inorpholo, 'cat feature emphasize the applicability for

air pollution monitoring:
the mineral nutrient depenctstrongly on
dry and wet material deposition to the plant surface.

In addition, the lichen surface , structure and roughness facilitate the lterception
��dr-e-tentlon of particles.

Industrial and strongly populated areas:
a mostly lichens on trees (epiphytic lichen):
a pollutant uptake of these lichens only slightly influenced by the substrat

Lichens as blornonitors:
Studies since about 1 972:

* Ireland./. Poland
e Skandinavia
o North America, Canada
0 Slowenia
* Japan

Daninark
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A

Alte Bildst6cke, Wegkreuze, Grabsteine und =Ucm ;;mmd bedeutende Ersauslandorte fUr Gesteinsflechten in
Felsartnen Gobieten. Sie solften nicht gereiniSt' werden. Lecanora nipicola. Baar.

crustose lichen
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Y5 mm

!ranks

Die Rentierflechle (Cladonia rangiferina) wfichst in lUckigen Zwergstrauchheiden, an felsigen B16Ben und in
Magerrasen� durch die IntensMerung der Landwirtschaft ist sie zuriJckgegangen. S. Schwarzw. (1,3 x).

shn ibhv I i chen
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Geoffraphical concentration patterns of trace-elements in lichens

The Netherlands--.

Parmelia sulcata Taylo
- very common leaflike lichens
- tolerant for S02 and heavy metals:
- monitoring of highpOlli-Itant concentrations possible.

Oct. 1982 - Febr. 1993 -4 J. E. A 0 OF 1993
* I 10 sampling places

Nov. 1986 - Jan. 1987-
* 2)IO places, I Ox IO km 2 scan (The whole Netherlands, 32.500 kM2)

SarnRling.
* froin 3-7 trees in open areas,
* in 1,5 - 2,5 rn height,
* around tlie tree for integrating over all wind directions

Pre2aration and anallLiL.
0 grinding of the LN2 froozen lichens in a mortar
- freeze-drying (24 h)
0 packing of 30-1 00 mg in PE-capsules:

neutron activation analysis (NAA)
atomic absorption spectrophotornetry (AASP)

Detection limits:

NAA:
As, Sb: 0. I mg/kg
Cd, Cr, Hg, Mg, Se, V, Zn: 1.0 rng/kg
Fe: 30 rng/kg

AASP:
Pb: 0.4 x 1 0-3 mg/kg.

Pb in blank-samples: 2.8 x 1 0-3 rng/kg
Pb in Parmelia stilcata- 7.1 - 130 x 1 0-3 mg/kg
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Figures 2-2AB. Bromine concentrations in Parmelia sulcaly (in mg.kZj (A 1982-1983; B 1986-1987).
glasses i-_5 for 1982-1983 alues for 1�86-1987 in brackets): 17 (15), 25, 50, 75, 1QQjZLL165j (shading as

in Fig. 2-IAB).

CD C=I C 0

3. 0 3. 0

4.0 4.0
In S. 0

f

... 4954"

.............

A B

Figures 2-3AB- Cadmium concentrations in Parmelia sulcata Bul k (A 1982-1983; B 1986-1987).
Classes 1-5 for 1982-1983 1.0, 5.8 (21).
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Lichens as biornonitors of CsI37 fall-out followings, the Chernobyl
accident

26. April 1986 Explosion of the Chernobyl reactor
2. IN/lav 1986 Radioactive cloud over The Netherlands
3. und 4. May Rainfalls

Highest concentration of CsI37 in the atmosphere.-
5.0 Bq/M-3 (2.5.1986)

Frorn 5. May reducig of the Cs 1 3 7 air contalniation from 0. 15 to 0.03 Bq/m-3.

After the 5. May 1986 the radioactive cloud was dissolved by wind,
,air radioactivi!j was educed to 0.00 I Bq/m-3 (detection limit).

Monitoring by lichens-,
Geographical Cs 137 activity pattem gives the contamination by wet and dry
deposition

November 1986:
Pan-nelia sulcata at 44 places in The Netherlands:

Cs 137: y 661 keV, Ge-Detector

Verification, that the measured CsI37 came from the Chernobyl accident.-
Cs 134- y 604.8 keV was measured, too:

Csl37/CsI34 = 1.65 ± 0.34

For the Chernobyl accident is estimated: Csl37/Csl34;:Z- 2,
therefore the Cs 1 37 found in lichens came from Chernobyl.

Accumulation of Cs I 37 activity in P. sulcata Taylor:
)50 - 6100 Bq/kg
corresponding to 500 - 6000 Bq /M2 as measured from total deposition,
hig!iest values in southeast - north-ouest.
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C=7

/A±tttt=, ..... tA
X
IM

S-137

RADIOACTIVITi

PARMELIA SULCATA

Figure 3-1. Geographical distribution pattern of cesium-137 activity in Pannelia sulcata in The Netherlands.
The geographical distribution pattern contains five cesium- 137 activity classes (in Bg.kg" dLiL weight . Class
1 (unshaded) ranges from the minimum activity determined to Class 2 (shaded with plus sign). Consequently,
Class 5 (darkest shaded) ranges to the maximum activity concentration determined. Classes 1-5 values: 550-
1500, 1500-2500, 2500-3500, 3500-4500, 4500-6100, Bq.kg-' dry weight.
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en ksten der Bliume hierDie reich pbelig verzweigte Strauchflechte fteudevemia-furfuracea bildet im Bergland aufd
auf Mehlbtere - ofl ein dichtes GestrUPP. S. Schwarzw.
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ic Bdurne sind cin saltener Anblick geworden. FrUher wmn in nabetroichen Lopn ganze W�Iltlvr full

Bartil"hien verkleideL Usneafflipendula. S. Schwarzw.
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Die Lungunnuchle ist durrh forstwirischaftliche MaBnahmen und die Einwirkung von Luflverunreinigungen selten
geAuidenl in Zentralturapa ist ein solcher Bestand schbizenswert. S, Schwarz-w.
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Biomedical applications of synchrotron
radiation

Wojciech M. Kwiatek, Marek Galkal,
2 3Albert L. Hanson ,Czeslawa Paluszkjewicz , and Tadeusz CichoCki3

1 Gabriel Narutowicz Hospital, Cracow, Poland
2Brookhaven National Laborator , New York, USA

3Jagiellonian University, Cracow, Poland

Topics
• Synchrotron Radiation
• What it is and why it is useful for biomedical applications?
• SRIXE - Synchrotron Radiation Induced X-ray Emission
• XANES - X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure
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0

Synchrotron Ra iation Source
National Synchrotron Light Source, BNL, Upton, New York, USA

NSLS Experimental floor
Synchrotron Radiation
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Synchrotron Radiation

• X-rays emitted by relativistic charged particles, when accelerated by the
magnetic field

• The SR is dipole in nature and emitted in a narrow Jan" - the opening
angle depends on the energy

Material and Methods
• Prostate cancer
• Radical prostatectomy
• 12 �Lrn thick prostate tissue sections
• Pathological stage (TNM)
• Gleason score 6-8
• SRIXE - Synchrotron Radiation Induced X-ray Emission

XANES - X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure
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SRIXE
Synchru�ron Radi ation induced X-r ay

Emission

• beam line equipped with an XYZ stepper-motor-driven stage
• samples placed at 135 0 to the incident beam
• samples viewed through a TV camera attached to the microscope
• samples kept in the atmosphere
• acquisition time 300 s for single point analysis
• 5-1 0 s/pixel for 2-dimensional scans
• X-ray spectra collected by a 5 mm thick Si(Li) detector with the

energy resolution of 140 eV for 5.9 keV X-rays
• beam size I 00 pm x I 00 �tm for point analysis
• in case of 2D mapping 15 ttrn x 15 �trn or less.

SRIXE � kidney sp-ectrum

10

Zn
Fe

10"

Ca S
C Br

10 Mn

Ti

10

0 10 15 20 2-5

Ert,�!Ygy [.keV]
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SRIXE - kl"-,dney resWts, p

Elemen Cancer Non- Control
Cancer 9/u

Cd 15s6 0.19 18 i 44 5

Cr 0,7 041 2,6 0,7 0.6

Ti 4,2 OA 24 15 5.2

Fe 4140 64 200 60 35

Cu 5A 0,46 10 L8 4.2
X 17Mn 3 015 3 OA 1.2

Se 1,2 0.5 1 96 OA 3.7

Zn 53 4 184 34 53
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Kidney Tissue Sections -
stained after the measurements

nsls346.78, Fe Ka

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.10

0.05

0.00
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

X distance [=]

Prostate, Tissue Sections -
stained after, the measurements
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Trace Elements distr'but"ion
Chlorine - Prostate
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XANES
X-ray Absorption Near; mige Structure

• XANES - absorption mode or fluorescence mode
• incident beam monochromatic
• energy scanned in about 0.3 eV steps over the range

approximately -20 eV to +30 eV relative to the nominal
absorption-edge energy for elemental iron (7.112 keV)

• iron absorption edge scanned for IO s/monochromator step.
• beam size 16 mm x 14 mm.

XANES spectra of Fe standards
2+ 2++2Fe 3+, d) Hematite Fe 3+a) Metal, b) Fayalite Fe c) Magnetite Fe
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Standard c alibr ation base d on pre- e dge pe ak p osition
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XIANES - oxidation, state: olf Fe

Fenton reaction

0 Fe+2 +H202 7� *OH + OH + Fe+3

02* - + Fe+3 ;� 02 +Fe+2

Summary
• Synchrotron radiation techniques are very powerful tools for:

- trace element analysis in tissues
- elemental mapping
- chemical speciation at trace levels
- chemical structure determination

• Trace elements in cancerous tissues occur mostly on lower lewels in
comparison to the jewels in non-cancerous tissues
e Fe exists on much higher level in cancerous tissues than innon-
cancerous
a Fe occurs on 3rd oxidation state in cancerous parts while in non-
cancerous mostly on 2nd
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Sumy - Cracow - Mfinster Collaboration Seminar

15.03.2001

Studies of Adhesion in Aqueous Solutions

M.Lekka, J.Czerwificzak, J.Lekki, Z.Stachura, J.Styczen'

Aim:
Investigation of adhesion in water solutions as a function of concentration of
metallic ions, especially Ca-'-+.
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Surfaces studied:

o mica =:> negatively charged in water solution. The cleavage of mica was
performed in deionised water.

o glass covered with poly-L-lysine =:> positively charged due to the
presence of amino groups. The drop of 0. I% poly-L-lysine solution was put
onto cleaned glass coverslip for about 15 minutes and left in a clean
atmosphere, in larninar flow chamber.

9 thick layer of gold evaporated onto glass substrate => used as a surface for
studying van der Waals interaction.

Sample preparation:

• Samples glued onto a cleaned plexiglass holder (a part of a liquid cell)
and magnetically attached to the piezotube.

• All preparations with surfaces were carried out in a laminar flow
chamber; the organic contaminations were removed by 30 minutes
exposure for ultraviolet light.

The experimental liquids:

• deionised water (I 7.3 MQ-crn, Millipore purification system),
• calcium dichloride,
• potassium chloride.

The range of applied concentrations varied from 10 rnM to 100 mM.
Additionally all liquids were filtered using the 0.2 �trn filter in order to remove
organic contaminations from liquid.
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The "discrete" approach

• The observed adhesion force can be treated as a sum of a finite number in
of discrete, independent chemical bonds that form randomly and have
similar value Fs.

• The distribution of the number of chemical bonds is governed by the
2Poisson statistics, i.e. variance 0- of the distribution and its mean value

n7 are the same.

Therefore, if:

measured mean adhesion force: Fadh = M - Fs

and: 0- 2 = M. Fs2

then:

Fs o7 2 / Fadh

Conclusions:

• The dependence between the variance and the mean adhesion force is
linear.

• A slope determines the single bond force

• An intercept describes any additional non-specific force. The intercept
value close to zero means that only specific force for given interaction
appears.
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Conclusions:

The adhesion force depends on the concentration of ions,
what is seen in the case of mica and gold surface immersed
in CaC12 solutions. Non-monotonic dependence of
adhesion on concentration of CaC12 can be explained by
hydration force contribution at higher concentrations.

The single bond force within experimental error does not
depend on the concentration of ions for the concentration
range investigated here.

In the case of gold - silicon nitride surfaces (van der
Waals bond) our experimental value agrees with that
found in literature.

0 For adhesion between silicon nitride tip and either mica or
poly-L-lysine surface (hydrogen bond) a large difference
of the single bond force is observed, reflecting different
nature of this bond ( 0-H-0, O-H-N
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